Frivolity Ice Drop
2 shuttle pattern

Materials: 3/4” glass gem, two shuttles wound continuous thread method, size 20 Lizbeth thread (approximately 6 yards on each shuttle), 12” ribbon for hanger (optional)

Note: this pattern follows the one pass method for encasing the glass gem (back ring, front ring, chain, repeat around)

Round 1
Set 1 ~
Ring: 4-4---4-4; RW
Ring: 6-6-6; fold ring down and away from you
Chain: 6-6; RW

Sets 2 - 5 ~
Ring: 4+4+4-4; RW (join to first ring and large picot)
Ring: 6+6-6 (join to second ring); fold ring down and away from you
Chain: 6-6; RW

Set 6 ~
Ring: 4+4+4+4; RW
Ring: 6+6, insert glass gem, +6; turn piece away from you
Chain: 6-6; lock join to base of first ring; RW

Round 2 (domed side of glass gem facing you)
Chain 12; RW
Ring: 6+6 (join to picot in first round); RW
Chain 12; lock join to base of next ring in first round.
Repeat sequence 5x.

Round 3
Chain 16; lock join to base of ring in round 2;
switch shuttles
Ring: 2--2--2--2--2--2--2--2;
switch shuttles
Chain 16; lock join to base of ring in round 1

Repeat 5x
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